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1. INTRODUCTION

THE present author has recently re-examined mathematically the
theory of Fisher (1928a, b, 1929, 1958) that the phenomenon of domin-
ance is a result of natural selection of modifying genes. The general
conclusion of this examination is that the theory requires some re-
consideration, since several formulae used by Fisher, and hence
possibly the conclusions based on them, are false. For details the reader
is referred to Ewens (1965a, b).

A discussion of the relative importance of the various factors
governing the evolution of dominance process was given in the second
of these papers. It will be noted that one factor was not considered,
namely that of linkage between the primary and the modifying locus.
While it was not doubted that linkage would have some effect on the
process, it was not felt that it would be an important factor. On the
other hand, Bodmer and Parsons (1962), in a discussion of the effect of
linkage in evolutionary processes, conclude that " modifiers of the
fitness of a heterozygote at a locus A —a would be selected far more
rapidly if they were linked to this locus ", and that "a modifier B
whose only effect is to enhance the heterozygote advantage of Aa will
only be selected if it is sufficiently closely linked to the locus A—a ".
This conclusion was predicted on general arguments in an earlier paper
(Parsons and Bodmer, 1961) and supported by a mathematical argu-
ment in the latter paper. On this view linkage is clearly regarded as a
most important factor, and the purpose of the present paper is to
investigate the difference of opinion between this view and that implied
by (Ewens, 1965a, b).

2. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The theory of the evolution of dominance concerns two loci, namely
the locus "A "of primary interest, at which occur alleles A and a, and
a modifying locus" M", at which occur alleles M and m, whose effect is
to alter the expression of the heterozygote Aa if the modifying allele M
is present at this locus. A mathematical analysis of such a process
cannot treat the primary and modifying loci separarely, but must treat
both loci jointly and simultaneously. It is by now well known (Moran
(1964), Bodmer and Parsons (1962), Lewontin and Kojima (1960))
that for such a joint process it is necessary to consider the frequencies
c, 62, c and 64 of the gametes AM, aM, Am and am respectively, rather
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than the frequencies q and q of the genes A and M, since the latter
are not sufficient to give a complete description of the process. The
behaviour of the process in terms of gamete frequencies is as follows.
Using the notation of Moran (1964) we shall suppose that the fitnesses
of the nine possible genotypes are given by the following array:

AA Aa aa
t2tf

IVfm (i)
mm

Note that we assume that the coupling and repulsion double heterozy-
gotes have the same fitness. The present analysis can be extended
immediately to the case where this is not so, but such extension is not
the main concern of this discussion. The frequencies c, c, c and c of
the gametes AM, aM, Am and am in the next generation are given in
terms of those at the present generation by the equations

JVc = w11c+w12c1c2+w21c1c3+w22c1c4+Rw22(c2c3—c1c4), (2)
flc w12c1c2+w13c+w2c2c3+w23c2c4—Rw22(c2c3—c1c4), ()
J2Vc = w21c1c3+w22c2c3+w31c+w32c3c4—Rw22(c2c3-—c1c4), (j.)
JVc = w22c1c4+w23c2c4+w32c3c4+w33c+Rw22(c2c3—c1c4). ()
Here R is the coefficient of recombination between the A and M loci
and W, the mean fitness of the population, is given by the expression

= W11C+2W12C1C2+W13C+2W21C1C3+2W22(C1C4+C2C3)
+2W23C2C4+W31C+2W32C3C4+W33C. (6)

The rough reasoning which led the present author to regard linkage
as being relatively unimportant in an evolution of dominance process
can be sketched as follows. Whereas the equations

c1 = ..., c4 = (I—q)(I—q), (7)

are not generally satisfied, in a wide variety of cases they are approxi-
mately true, at least within an order of magnitude, (see, for instance, the
numerical example in Moran (1964)). If equations (2) and () are
added, and if equations (2) and () are added, we find that

qM =
and (8)

'qA = C+C3C1C3
do not depend explicitly on the recombination fraction R. This does
not mean that these quantities are completely independent of R, since
c1, c2, c3 and c4 will themselves depend on R. If, however, the equations
() hold, joint consideration of () and (8) shows that iq and
are quite independent of R. Thus if the equations (7) are approxi-
mately true, then and zq will be approximately independent of
R. But the arguments which have been considered for the evolution of
dominance process concern the relative rates of change of q and q,
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so that the rough conclusion was drawn that in such a process linkage
would not be an important factor.

Such reasoning is, of course, rather rough and we now discuss the
question in more detail. It is supposed that at the primary locus A,
the allele A has a selective advantage over a, so that in the absence of
any modifying genes the fitnesses of AA, Aa, and aa are i, i—s/i, i —s
respectively, where s > o, o <h i. The effect of the modifying
gene M is to increase the fitness of the heterozygote Aa towards that of
the homozygote AA. We may suppose that such modification depends
on whether M occurs in a homozygote MM or a heterozygote Mm.
Specifically, we shall assume that the fitnesses of the various genotypes
are given by the following array:

AA Aa aa
i i i—s

Mm i r—sk i—s (g)
mm i i—s/i i—s

where o k h
We now consider two problems associated with the process. The

first problem concerns the situation where the fitnesses given in (g)
have been in force for some time. In this case the allele a will occur
only because of recurrent mutation from A to a, and the problem is to
find a formula for the increase zq of the frequency of the modifier M
under these conditions. This has been discussed at some length in
Ewens (1965a) and here we only consider this problem so far as it
concerns linkage. Using an incorrect method, Fisher (1929b) found,
for the case k = o, the formula

'qM = 2uq (io)
for the rate of increase in the frequency of M, where u is the mutation
rate A -+ a. This formula was regarded as being important since it
indicated that Lq increases monotonically as q,, increases to unity.
This contrasts with the behaviour of the expression

qM=KqM(i—qM) (II)
which holds for" normal "selection pressures, so that if qM is sufficiently
close to unity the dominance modification selection pressure would
exceed that due to other factors. The present author showed that in
fact qJ behaved like (i —q)2near = i, so that selection pressure
due to dominance modification is in fact very minor and is less than that
due to other selection pressures near = i. For our present purposes
we merely note that it was also shown that this result holds irrespective
of the degree of linkage between the A and M loci. To this extent,
linkage is of secondary importance in the evolution of dominance.

A second problem, which is our main concern, is to consider what
happens if initially the A allele is rare. This would happen if initially
the allele a had a selective advantage over A, and then due perhaps to a
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changing environment the allele A develops a selective advantage over
a and the fitnesses become as shown in (s). This problem is relevant
because, in the first problem considered above, the increase Aq of the
modifier is of the order of magnitude of the mutation rate u from A to
a (it may sometimes be of the order of magnitude of.s/u), and is there-
fore small (quite apart from the factor (i —q)). This occurs because
under the conditions of the first problem the frequency of the heterozy-
gote Aa is of the order of magnitude of the mutation rate u, and because
the selective advantage of the modifier M, depending as it does on
modification of this rate heterozygote, is correspondingly small. If,
on the other hand, qA changed from near zero to near unity there will
be a large number of heterozygotes Aa upon which the dominance
modification process can act. This means that 1 q will generally be
much larger than in the first problem. The real question is to find how
much qM changes as qA goes from zero to unity and to consider the
effect of linkage on this change.

We shall do this by considering numerical cases, since an exact
analysis using equations (2)-(5) is very difficult.

The initial values of q and q are rather arbitrary. Since the
allele A has a selective disadvantage up to the time the process starts,
the modifier M will also be at an (induced) selective disadvantage. On
Fisher's theory we should then take the initial frequency of M to be
small. The following initial values for the gamete frequencies were
therefore chosen as being reasonable:

C1 = 0000I, C2 0oO99, C3 = 00o99, C4 = o980I.
The effect of linkage between primary and modifying locus will depend
to some extent on the values assumed by the constants h, Ic and s. If s is
small, all the fitnesses w. ..w3 are close to unity, in which case
(cf. Moran (1964)) the equations (7) will be fairly good as approxima-
tions. In this case equations (2)-(5) show that the effect of linkage is not
very great. Ifs large we expect linkage to be more important.

In order to obtain more detailed information, a computer pro-
gramme was run which gave values of c1, c2, c3 and c4 in successive
generations, using the recursion formulae (2)-(5). The programme
was designed to run until the frequency c1+c3 exceeded o95,
printing out meanwhile values of c1, c2, c3 and c4 every five generations.
For our purposes we shall consider only the value of q,
(found by interpolation) at the time when q =c1+c3 reached O95.
These values are given in table i below for various values of R and s,
the values of h and k being fixed at I, 0.5 respectively.

Inspection of table i verifies the general argument outlined above.
For s = 0.5 the effect of linkage is much more marked than for s =
and for any value of s, increasing the degree of linkage increases the
change in frequency of the modifier M.

It may, however, be questioned whether the increase in the modi-
fier demonstrated by table I is affected by linkage to a significant degree.
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Once the frequency qA of the primary allele A is close to unity, and is
kept less than unity only by recurrent mutation from A to a, the dis-
cussion of the first problem above becomes relevant. It will be useful
for us to refer to the period when q increases from near zero to near
unity as Phase i, and to the period after this as Phase 2. Consider,
for example, the cases s = oi, R O5 and s = o.i, R 0.01. In the
former the frequency qM will only increase to about 03 at the end of
Phase i, while in the latter q increases to about O9. During stage 2
further change in the frequency of M will be determined by three
factors, namely the selective advantage of M due to dominance modi-
fication, "other" selective advantages of M, and random sampling.

TABLE i

Values of q (==c1 +c,) when the value of q (=c1 + c3) reached 095, found from the
relations (2)-(5), for indicated values of R and s. The number of generations required
is given in brackets below the value f q for each case

R s0i S05
oor o86i 0942

(276) (35)
003 o668 0913

(314) ()
005 0505 o88i

(393) (4')
010 0347 o8oi

(531) (4)
020 0294 0648

(581) (44)
030 0282 0'515

(595) (,o)
040 0'276 0427

(6oi) (7)
050 0273 0378

(604) (62)

If the population is large we can ignore the last factor. Now the rate
of change of q1 due to "other" selective advantages of M is of the
form

IqMKqM(I—qM) (12)

where K is a constant which we may take to be equally likely to be
positive or negative, and of absolute value perhaps of the order o-ooi
to oi. The rate of change of q due to dominance modification is
rather difficult to obtain but is approximately given by

== uqJ,J(I—qj.() ()
where u is the mutation rate from A to a. Under an argument analogous
to that used in deriving (ro) we would derive the incorrect expression

= uqM (')

for this change. Now using (14) it might be arguable that if q is
sufficiently large, selection pressure due to dominance modification
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would exceed that due to "other" causes (since the latter approaches
zero as qM approaches unity) and the modifier would become fixed.
In this way linkage would be a relevant factor since, for example, at
the end of Phase i (if) might exceed (12) for q = og but not for

= 0.3. Under the correct formula (13), however, such an argu-
ment would not hold and the selection pressure (12) would probably
always majorise the selection pressure (13) due to dominance modi-
fication. Thus if K were negative the frequency of M would steadily
decrease during Phase 2, while if K were positive the frequency of
M would steadily increase and dominance of A over a would result.
However, this could hardly be ascribed to the dominance modifica-
tion process itself but rather to the fact that the modifier M happened
to be advantageous of its own accord, and would occur equally irre-
spective of whether after Phase i, q took the values O9 or 03.

In small populations, on the other hand, the effect of random
sampling should be considered and an allele having frequency o9 after
Phase i would have a greater chance of fixation than an allele having
frequency o3. In this case, then, it might be argued that linkage
during Phase I may be an important factor. On the other hand, if
the population size is small, random sampling during Phase i will have
considerable effect and may well have an effect as large as that of
linkage (for an example of the effect of random sampling in small
populations during Phase i, see Crosby (1963)).

To sum up, the effect of linkage, treated deterministically, is to
increase the frequency of the modifier after Phase i by a factor of 2 or 3
compared with the unlinked case. This will probably not be important
in large populations, since for large populations what is important dur-
ing Phase 2 is not the frequency of the modifier at the beginning of this
phase, but the selective advantage of the modifier. This is equally
likely to be positive or negative. For small populations, the frequency
of the modifier at the beginning of Phase 2 is important, but it does not
follow that linkage during Phase i will necessarily give large frequencies
of the modifier at this stage since random sampling effects are likely
to be of the same order of mgnitude as linkage effects.

We note that this increase is rather less than the " far more rapid "
increase predicted by Bodmer and Parsons (1962), and also that con-
trary to their assertion the modifier always increases in frequency
irrespective of the degree of linkage (this is revealed by more detailed
results not presented here). Linkage does not have a qualitative
effect but only a moderate quantitative effect, and there is no value R0
of the recombination fraction such that the modifier increases in fre-
quency only if R <R0. In order to discuss their argument at greater
length we turn now to their mathematical analysis.

3. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

We firstly summarise the argument which led Bodmer and Parsons
to their conclusion that linkage is an important factor in an evolution of
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dominance process. It is assumed in their argument that c1, c2, c3, and
i are initially all small, which is the case considered for the
numerical discussion in the previous section. If, then, we ignore
"second order "terms like c, c1c2, c1(t—c4), etc., equations (2) and (.)
assume the " linearised " forms

= w22c1(i—R)/w33 (15)
and

c = {w32c3+Rw22c1}/w33. (i6)
From these linearised equations it is possible to write down explicitly
the values c and c) of c1 and c3 after n generations in terms of the
initial values c> and c. Doing this we get

= {w22(i —.1?) /W33}C (17)

— 5w22(x —R)),s J Rw22c)
C3

w33 j w22(i—R) —w
)n( ) (a)

221 +c!. (i8)
w33j w32—w22(r—R) j

These equations are precisely the same as equation 5 on page 74 of
Bodmer and Parsons (1962) if allowance is made for notational
differences. From equations (r 7) and (i 8) the conclusion is drawn that
if w22(i —R) > w3, then c1 will increase geometrically in frequency,
and if R < (w22—w32)/w22 the increase in c1 will be geometrically
faster than that in c3 (since cj is generally much larger than c()). It
is quite clear, on this argument, that the behaviour of c1 and c3, both
absolutely and relatively, depends crucially on the value of R, which is
why so much importance is placed on linkage by Bodmer and Parsons.

This argument is, I believe, rather misleading, the reason being
that it is not valid to form the linearised equations (is) and (i6) from
(2) and (k). This is so because although c1, c2, c3 and i —c4 are certainly
all small, they are not of the same order of smallness. In fact the product
c2c3, involving two small terms, will generally be of the same order of
magnitude as c1c4, involving only one small term. It is therefore not
allowable to ignore c2c3 in comparison with c1c4, which is essentially
what is done in forming the linearised equations (15) and (x6).

To illustrate this we consider the case w22 = o95, w33 = o9,
1? = o5. Then equation (17) gives

= (o'278)c
suggesting that c1 decreases very rapidly with n. This is not in fact
what happens; the numerical results indicate that c1 increases mono-
tonically. The same argument holds for c3 and shows that the criteria
w22(i—R) > w33 and 1? < (w22—w32)Jw22 are meaningless.
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4. SUMMARY

The problem of linkage between the primary and modifying loci
in an evolution of dominance process is considered. The conclusion is
drawn that linkage may be of moderate importance, and that it is
rather more important than was implied in Ewens (1965a, b) but
rather less important than stated by Bodmer and Parsons (1962). The
general view of the author expressed in the two papers referred to
above is that dominance is less likely to develop from an evolutionary
process than was thought by Fisher, and this view is not seriously
changed by the results of this paper.
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